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SECTION 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

A. The SAFECOM Program  
 
Adequate and reliable wireless communications have been an issue plaguing the local, tribal, 
state, and federal public safety community for decades.  From the 1920’s, when two-way radio 
communication began, spectrum was allocated as needed with little planning and no 
consideration of cross-jurisdictional interoperability.  As the National Task Force on 
Interoperability (NTFI) report released in February 2003 observed, almost all public safety 
communications were originally confined to the low end of the frequency range.  But as 
technology improved and increasing numbers of agencies began to set up radio communications 
systems, more radio spectrum was required and transmission at higher frequencies became both 
necessary and technologically possible.  Hence, the Federal Communications Committee (FCC) 
assigned frequencies in different bands, offering a temporary solution for congestion and 
crowding.  The result is that public safety currently operates in ten separate bands, which have 
caused the fragmentation that characterizes public safety spectrum today, and the consequent 
lack of public safety interoperability.  On-going problems related to interference, overcrowding, 
and proprietary solutions still hamper the most effective use of the limited public safety 
spectrum.   
 
The fragmentation and limited availability of spectrum are just two of the many issues that make 
public safety communications interoperability difficult to achieve.  Others, such as those cited in 
the NTFI report – including incompatible and aging equipment, limited and fragmented funding, 
limited and fragmented communications planning, limited equipment standards, and a lack of 
coordination and cooperation among public safety agencies – further reduce public safety’s 
ability to achieve interoperable communications. 
 
Public safety personnel need interoperable wireless communication tools in order to provide 
effective and coordinated responses to incidents and large-scale events.  Recent data has 
indicated that most public safety agencies have limited confidence in their ability to perform in 
regional response situations requiring mutual aid (54 percent) or task force communications 
interoperability (66 percent).  Even more striking, local public safety agencies express limited 
confidence in their ability to communicate with state (56 percent) or federal (81 percent) public 
safety organizations based on Public Safety Wireless Network (PSWN) published reports.  While 
large-scale events dramatically illustrate the need for regional communications interoperability, 
routine public safety operations that occur daily can also be severely hampered by a lack of 
interoperability.  Police pursuits, highway accidents, and large fires occur daily, each requiring a 
response from multiple jurisdictions and disciplines.  However, even during these routine public 
safety incidents, more than a third of public safety agencies (36 percent) have limited confidence 
in their ability to interoperate. 
 
Several government programs have made accomplishments in addressing this issue, but, 
unfortunately, much of it has been disconnected, fragmented, and often conflicting.  In an effort 
to coordinate the various federal initiatives, SAFECOM was established by the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) and approved by the President’s Management Council (PMC) 
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as a high priority electronic government (E-gov) initiative.  The mission of SAFECOM is to 
enable public safety nationwide (across local, tribal, state and federal organizations) to improve 
public safety response through more effective and efficient communications and interoperability.  
By definition, communications interoperability refers to the ability of public safety agencies to 
talk across disciplines and jurisdictions via radio communications systems—to exchange voice, 
data and/or video with one another on demand, in real time, when needed.  To this end, 
SAFECOM recognizes that before interoperability can occur, reliable, mission-critical, agency-
specific communications capable of meeting day-to-day operational needs is a sine qua non.  
SAFECOM, accordingly, is addressing the intricately related issues of reliable day-to-day public 
safety communications as well as the more specialized issues related to communications 
interoperability.  Essentially, SAFECOM is the umbrella program ensuring that all federal efforts 
are coordinated and spend valuable taxpayer dollars in an efficient manner. 
 
Unlike many other E-gov initiatives, the solution to the problems of public safety 
communications and communications interoperability—short of a major overhaul of how 
spectrum is allocated and managed in this country—is not a single nor even a particular set of 
discrete tasks.  There are no simple solutions.  Instead, the identification and orchestration of 
many programs is required.   
 
For SAFECOM to accomplish its mission, a systematic approach must be employed, and include 
the following components: 
 

•  Identifying the problem, recognizing that it is not a simple problem with many complex 
elements and no single solution. 

•  Collaboration with the leadership of the public safety community to gather 
comprehensive communications requirements in order to develop appropriate 
approaches to solutions, referred to as work packages. (This is essential since 90% of 
the public safety infrastructure is owned by state and/or local public safety entities.) 

•  Identifying current initiatives addressing interoperable communications issues and 
developing a coordination strategy to leverage existing work, while decreasing 
unnecessary duplication of efforts.   

•  Implementing this strategy to develop short- and long-term projects to address public 
safety communications and communications interoperability requirements. 

  

B. Strategic Planning Session 
 
Effective May 2003, DHS S&T established Dr. David Boyd as Director of the SAFECOM 
Program Office.  In an attempt to (a) ensure that SAFECOM obtains input from a cross section 
of public safety representatives and (b) identify the direction and key initiatives for SAFECOM, 
Dr. Boyd tasked Touchstone Consulting Group to pull together several key public safety (local, 
state, and federal) officials and conduct interviews pertaining to the present and future state of 
interoperable communications. 
 
Fourteen representatives of local, state, and federal public safety then attended a Strategic 
Planning session held at the Touchstone offices on May 30, 2003.  The session was intended to 
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draw from the separate experiences and views of each member to develop a common 
understanding of a proposed long-term vision for the future of public safety communications and 
interoperability and a roadmap of programmatic and short-term initiatives for the SAFECOM 
program to implement to affect this vision. 
 
The attendees were briefed on the results of the interviews Touchstone conducted.  Chris 
McGoff, CEO of Touchstone, facilitated the discussion throughout the day, during which 
attendees were asked for individual comments and developed a group consensus on wireless 
interoperability, current and future.  The all-day session concluded by identifying four short-term 
(18 month) initiatives: 
 

•  Integrated Grant Guidance – Fully integrate SAFECOM grant guidance into all federal 
public safety communications grant programs 

 
•  Interoperability Information Center  – Develop and operate an web site for public safety 

users to access the latest information on program developments, technology, and 
implementation examples 

 
•  National Guide and Handbook  – Develop a handbook to assist local and state officials in 

the planning, purchase, and operations of interoperable communications systems, 
including a terminological guide. 

 
•  Interoperability Demonstration Projects  – Identify and publicize successful and 

replicable interoperability projects from communities across the nation 
 
  
In addition, four long-term (10-20 years) for SAFECOM to complete: 
 

1. Adopt a national strategy developed from the bottom up to incorporate effective 
public safety communications. 

 
2. Provide a foundation for the national strategy by the development, adoption and daily 

application of standards, testing, evaluation and government regulations. 
 

3. Tie the funding that is available to grant and procurement guidance.  (Public safety 
associations and community at large have to promote legislation to implement an 
enduring and sufficient source of funding.) 

 
4. Develop, implement, and operate a national training and technical assistance program 

to support the national system. 
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SECTION 2: METHODOLOGY 
 
Prior to the Strategy Planning session, Touchstone conducted 16 interviews with key members of 
the public safety communications community.  These interviews were intended to develop the 
background and base material for review and refinement at the Strategy Planning session.  
Interviews were approximately one hour each and took place over the four weeks prior to May 
30.   
 
Each interviewee was asked a standard set of questions (see Appendix A) about the state of 
interoperability and the role SAFECOM should play in the future of communications among the 
public safety community.  Answers were then analyzed to determine common themes. The top 
five issues were then identified within each area (areas included Current State, Case for Change, 
Future State, Barriers and Strategy), and these became the topics used to focus the overall 
session discussions.  Many of the results of this analysis are presented in the Findings section 
below. 

A. Interviewees 
 
Interviewees and their respective organizations represented were as follows: 
 
David Boyd Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Director, SAFECOM 

Program Office 
John Cummings DHS, Deputy SAFECOM Program Manager 
Tom Coty Advanced Generation of Interoperability for Law Enforcement 

(AGILE) Program Manager 
Michael Duffy Department of Justice (DOJ), Deputy Chief Information Officer 

(CIO) for E-Gov 
Dereck Orr National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
Tony Frater Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
Nyla Houser G&H International 
Harlin McEwen International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), National 

Sheriff’s Association (NSA), Major City Chiefs, Major County 
Sheriffs 

Alan Caldwell International Association Fire Chiefs (IAFC) 
Vinny Stile Association of public safety Communications Officials (APCO) 
Jimmy Downes Federal Law Enforcement Wireless Users Group (FLEWUG)  
George Ake Capitol Area Wireless Integrated Network (CapWIN) 
Steve Proctor Public Safety Wireless Network (PSWN) Executive Committee, 

Chair; Utah Communication Agency Network (UCAN), 
Executive Director 

Carl Baker Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Advisory Council 
(LECTAC), Police Chief in Chesterfield County, VA 

Charles L. Werner Deputy Fire Chief for Charlottesville, VA 
A.D. Vickery Deputy Fire Chief from Seattle and Chair of Inter Agency Board 

(IAB) 
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B. Findings 
The following slides are the output of the analysis of responses provided by the interviewees 
before the May 30 Strategy Planning Session.  Versions of these charts were used to lead 
discussion during the session, and were commented upon and updated over the course of the day.  
They identify major issues identified by the public safety communications community, and 
provide a basis for the goals and direction of the SAFECOM Program. 
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C. Session Overview 
 
The session was designed to proceed in a logical manner, and the agenda is shown on the 
following page.  After an introduction by Dr. Boyd, a discussion of desired outcomes helped to 
clarify purpose and set tangible goals for the meeting.  First, the “Current State” was examined 
by discussing the results of the interviews using the charts presented in the previous section.  
Group members were allowed to comment, ask questions, and suggest edits to the content on 
each slide.  Next, the 
room split into smaller 
groups for a 
brainstorming session 
using the Consensus 
@nywhere tool.  This 
program allows users to 
post ideas anonymously 
about a specific topic to a 
web site message board 
where other users can 
read and respond to the 
comments in real time.  
After the @nywhere 
session, members of the 
Touchstone team guided 
groups in discussions to 
identify the key issues found
entire group, where the gene
for each of the remaining f
communications within publ
a set of short (18 month) and
  
Introduction of Gameboard, which shows the relationships of the topics discussed in the slides 
above 
9

 within the “Current State”.  These points were then presented to the 
ral findings were discussed and recorded. This process was repeated 
our areas and allowed for general consensus on the issues facing 
ic safety.  Along with identifying issues, this process also suggested 
 long (10-20 year) initiatives for the SAFECOM Program to peruse. 
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MEETING AGENDA 

Agenda for SAFECOM Strategy Planning

• David Boyd Intro
• Chris McGoff Intro: Explain process and agenda
• Current State: Touchstone summary

- Break into groups to discuss
- Re-convene to reach consensus

• BREAK
• Case for Change: Touchstone summary

- Break into groups to discuss
- Re-convene to reach consensus

• BREAK
• Future State: Touchstone summary

- Break into groups to discuss
- Re-convene to reach consensus

• LUNCH (Eat in)
• Short-Term Initiatives: Touchstone summary 

- Break into groups to discuss
- Re-convene to reach consensus

• BREAK
• Long-Term Initiatives: Touchstone summary

- Break into groups to discuss
- Re-convene to reach consensus

• Barriers: Touchstone summary
- Break into groups to discuss
- Re-convene to reach consensus

• David Boyd Closing

 
 
 

 
  

Harlin McEwen and Tom Coty lead discussions in their breakout groups 
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For each section of the meeting, groups split apart to discuss issues in less formal breakout 
sessions and then came together to reach a consensus as an entire unit. 
 

 
 

Chris McGoff facilitates discussion after a breakout session 

Session participant Tony Frater utilizing Consensus @nywhere software 
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The desired outcomes listed below were used as a means to keep the group focused on the 
purpose of the meeting.  By establishing an agenda at the beginning of the meeting, all following 
discussions enabled these ultimate goals to be reached. 
 

1. Long Term Vision: 10-20 years from now – where are we in terms 
of  public safety interoperability?

2. Short Term Vision: Describe our intent for the next 18 months.

3. Roadmap: Achieve a shared understanding of  recommended 
“quick wins” and initiatives that will get us to our intended states 
(visions).

Desired Outcomes

 
These are the goals desired before the session started 

 

 
 

These are the goals desired by the participants of the session 
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The two posters below adorned the wall of the room where the session took place to remind 
participants that the goal of the day was to receive their input by working together in a quick and 
efficient manner while not getting hung up on details. 

WORKING DEFINITION: CONSENSUS

PRINCIPLES

 
 
 •  What not How 

(Functional not Technical) 
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The end result of the session was a set of documents that detail ideas, goals and strategies for the 
SAFECOM Program as determined by members of the public safety Communications 
community.  The following section contains the results of the Strategic Planning session.  
 

 
Ron Prater of SAFECOM leads discussion during one of the breakout sessions 

 
 

 
Dr. David Boyd, SAFECOM Program Director, reviews information gathered over the course of the session 

 
A letter written by Dr. Boyd to the participants of the Strategy Planning Session can be found in 
Appendix B.  This letter summarizes the findings of the session.  
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SECTION 3:  SESSION RESULTS 
 
A summary of the results of the Strategic Planning Session is presented below in the form of a 
Gameboard of the public safety wireless communications and interoperability environment and 
opportunities.  It presents key issues as determined by members of the public safety 
communications community for where the state of interoperability is currently (Current State), 
where it is going (Case for Change), where it should be (Future State), and what is preventing it 
from getting there (Barriers).  It also presents initiatives that should be taken (Roadmap) to get 
from the Current State to the Future.  This Gameboard should be used as a way of identifying 
issues, recognizing potential problems, and keeping focused on the ultimate goal. 
 
 
 

Current State

• Distrust among key players 
(local / State / Federal)

• Short technology cycles vs. 
long operations life cycles

• No standard, guidance or 
national strategy for 
interoperability

• Fragmentation and 
limitations of the public 
safety spectrum 

• No enforceability in Federal 
grant use

• Vendor driven environment
• No funding for training, 

planning, maintenance

Barriers
• Insufficient funding for Public Safety communications infrastructure 

improvements
• Lack of staffing for SAFECOM program
• Local and State organizations’ fear of federal mandates
• Limited credibility based on coordination efforts of Federal agencies
• Inconsistency in the grants programs

Roadmap
• National Public Safety Communications 

strategy
• Supporting standards and regulations
• Funding mechanisms and guidance
• National training and technical assistance 

program

Future State
• Public Safety officers 

can transmit and receive 
all information 
(data/voice/video) 
necessary to maximize 
their effectiveness

• Public/private  and 
local/State/Federal 
partnerships  

• Consistent, bankable 
source of funding for 
equipment, 
training,maintenance

• Vendors are driven by  
user requirements

• Ability to upgrade 
functions without 
purchasing new 
hardware

Case for Change
• Avoid unnecessary loss of life and property
• Save money
• Facilitate sharing of resources across disciplines and 

jurisdiction
• Delay makes the situation worse

 
 
Based on the Gameboard developed above, the SAFECOM team reconvened on Monday, June 2 
to review the outcomes of the planning session and to further refine the initiatives identified and 
to outline the SAFECOM program oversight necessary to successfully carry out those initiatives.  
The Roadmap on the following page depicts the areas of responsibility for the SAFECOM 
program team members.  Each “lane” represents an initiative or area of responsibility that must 
be managed by a SAFECOM team member.  A Project Management Office (PMO) will oversee 
all of the project lanes, and a separate Portfolio Manager will directly oversee the short and long 
term initiatives.  As the SAFECOM Program continues, this outline of program responsibilities 
will continue to be the basis for managing the program. 

GAMEBOARD 
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1. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE

3. OUTREACH

4. INITIATIVES

5. SCORECARD

2. GOVERNANCE

•Budget & Execution
•Master Schedule

•Program Resources
•Monthly OMB 
Dashboards / Reporting

•Quick Response Issues
•Business Case

•Advisory Committee
•Federal Funding Partners Committee

•Executive Committee
•Partners Committee

•Program Performance Assessment
•Audits

Long-term
INITIATIVES

SAFECOM ROADMAP

Website, Newsletters, Articles, Conferences, Tradeshows

Knowledge Management
Stakeholders (e.g. Local/State agencies, Congress, DHS, Other federal agencies, industry) 

Demonstration Projects

Provide Technical Assistance

Coordinate Funding Assistance

Develop A Technical Foundation

Provide Policy Recommendations

A
S

 I
S

T
O

 B
E

Interoperability Information Center
National Handbook

Grant Guidance
Spectrum Policy and Standards Development

Short-term
Initiatives
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APPENDIX A – INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
SAFECOM Organizational Assessment Interview Questions 

 
A. What is your role or how do you interact with Wireless public safety Interoperable 

Communications Program (SAFECOM)?   
 
Role:  
 
Responsibilities: 
 

a. Who is your customer? 
 

b. What is your role in SAFECOM? 
 

c. Who do you think is running SAFECOM? 
 
B. How would you describe your role to someone who isn't a part of the SAFECOM 

program?  
 

C. What is the current and future state of wireless interoperability for public safety? 
 

a. What is the current state?   
 
State and Local: 
Industry: 
 

b. What is the ideal future state?  
 

We did it!  What would success look like?  
 

State and Local: 
Federal: 

 
c. What are the strengths and weaknesses? 

 
 

d. What will happen if the current state does not change (i.e.: worst case)?  
 

� If we keep going as we are… 
 

� If we did nothing… 
 

� What about people making this happen? 
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D. What 5-8 things could SAFECOM do to make the greatest improvement?  

 
 

E. From D above… What does SAFECOM need to do in the next 90 days? 6 months? 
1yr.? 5 yrs.?  
 
 

F. What are the barriers for change?  What are threats to this program?  
 

Who (i.e.: agency, org, group, individual, etc.) needs to clean up their act?  Who is not 
playing in sandbox? 
 

♦  Who is field general? 
 

♦  Can field general do it? 
 
G. What do you think SAFECOM’s vision should be (optional question if there is time)? 
 

Vision (Long Term).  What would this be? 
 
 
Vision (Short Term 12-18 months).  What would this be? 
 

♦  Can anyone talk? 
 
 
H. What do you think SAFECOM’s mission should be (optional question if there is time)? 
 
 
I. What do you think SAFECOM’s performance metrics should be (optional question if 

there is time)? 
 

How  you think SAFECOM should be measured?  Success in 12 months… 
 
 
J. What else should I know/ask about? 
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APPENDIX B – LETTER TO ATTENDEES 
 

June 3, 2003 
 
To: SAFECOM Strategy Planning Session Attendees 
 
From: David Boyd 
 
Thank you for your participation in the SAFECOM Strategy Planning session held on Friday, 
May 30.  I appreciate all of the valuable insights we heard about the challenges of the current 
public safety communications systems and the opportunities for SAFECOM to improve the 
ability of our public safety community to save lives and property through more effective and 
reliable communications.  The input we received on Friday will be an important element in 
determining the focus of SAFECOM’s core initiatives and I look forward to your ongoing 
participation in the SAFECOM program. 
 
As I promised on Friday, I am attaching the findings we compiled on Friday as well as the more 
detailed responses that you provided in the Consensus @nywhere tool and in the smaller group 
sessions.  The attachment contains the following items: 
 
� An outline of the Friday agenda and a list of attendees 
� Summarized group findings on the major topics 
� Participant comments and responses on each topic from the session 
� Findings from the interviews conducted prior to the group session 

 
We have reviewed the session output and identified four key initiatives that SAFECOM will be 
putting in place in the coming months.  As part of that effort, we will be leveraging the work 
many of you have already done in these areas; we will have great need of your continued 
assistance.  For each initiative below, I have included the name of the Touchstone representative 
who will be responsible for managing the initiative and whom you should contact to offer your 
assistance or if you have any questions.  Further details on each initiative will be forthcoming as 
the project plans are finalized and developments warrant: 
 
� Integrated Grant Guidance (Ashley Baker ashley.baker@touchstone.com 202-423-8950) 

– Fully integrate SAFECOM grant guidance into all federal public safety 
communications grant programs 

 
� Information Clearinghouse for public safety Users (Patti Yesko 202-449-7139 

patti.yesko@touchstone.com ) – Develop and operate an web site for public safety users 
to access the latest information on program developments, technology, and 
implementation examples 

 
� National Guide and Handbook (John McCarthy 202-449-7135 

john.mccarthy@touchstone.com ) – Develop a handbook to assist local and state officials 

mailto:ashley.baker@touchstone.com
mailto:patti.yesko@touchstone.com
mailto:john.mccarthy@touchstone.com
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in the planning, purchase, and operations of interoperable communications systems, 
including a terminological guide. 

 
� Interoperability Demonstration Projects (John McCarthy) – Identify and publicize 

successful and replicable interoperability projects from communities across the nation 
 
In addition to these near-term initiatives, SAFECOM will be providing more details on 
programmatic strategic initiatives in the near future.  Thank you for making the strategy planning 
session a success and I look forward to your continued participation in the SAFECOM program. 
 
 
David Boyd 
SAFECOM 
 
 


